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INTRODUCTION

These instructional techniques were developed for those
induatrial education students who demonstrate a need for additional
instruction in the areas of reading, writing, math, verbal and
visual communication. They were written by industrial education

teachert with a particular emphasis upon teaching a basic skill
while retaining a majorfocus on the subject areas of auto, woods,
metals, electronics, and drafting.

EaCh of these instructional techniquesere Written using
the same...format and with guidance from an expert it-ithe areas:
of. reading; writing; math; verbal and visual communications

In order to help you identify -those students who .require
additional help with the-basic simple
BASIC -S-K-1-L_L_S_C_H_ECKLiSt is provided With each subject area module:
This BaSiC Skills Checklist will enable you as the Industrial °

Education. Teacher to better identify those students in your classes
Whd require Additional help in the basic skills.

777

Additionally, a BASIC SKILLS VERI'ICATIOHPORM is provided.
Which will enable you to ask your school's reading resource,
teacher, basic skills teacher, math resource teacher, Hart Bill
Conferencing teacher, or grade counselors, to verify your
identification and provide you with help in the instruction Of
the basic skills.

:yob may wish
entire:classi; or
They'ma0 also be
conjunction with

4.

to use these techniques as instruction for your
as a take-home, parent-involvement assignment.
used inyour school's reading or math lab or in
your school's basic skills instructional programs..

These instructional techniques'are sUccessful:because,ycur
'students are able_to relate reading, writing; mathi._verbal and

visual communication to theirownindustrialeducatiop Clattes.
When: your students succeed, they feel good about themselVeS,
good about their sChOdls, and good about their future.

Page 1



CONFIDENTIAL

Name

Grade

Date

Class

BASIC SKILLS CBE ICS)

The following is a list of the basic skills treading, writing? math, verbal and

visual &jtrimuhiatidni,that the student should demonstrate an ability in ter the

purpose of employment or advanced training in the electronics trades.

2;0 Verbal Communication: TheStUdentheeda additional instruction in verbal com-

munication if any of the iteMa below are checked NO:

1.1 Yes The student_ understands verbal directions or information given by

the teacher;

NO skamplei The teacher inforMs the student that electrical: power
must be turned off when making electrical connections._DOes the

student follow verbal instructions as required?_Does the stud-
ent follow safety rules as required? Does the student turn the
_

power switch to "off"?

1.2 Yes The student asks questions about instructions or 'information, not

understood.

EXaWT1,04 Did the student ask questions about the operatidhOf an
oscilloscope if it appears that the verbal instructions were not

clearly understood?

1.3' Yes The student is able to apply infOrmation and directions heard to

No work situations.'

1.4 Yes Thee student is able to verbally communicate with the teacher and

O ther students.

No. Example -: Is the student able to convey instructions or information

O n how to etch Kinteri circuit boards?

2.0 Writing: The student needs_ additional instruction in writing.if any of the items

below are checked NO:'

2.1 Yes Thestudent is able to summarize and write a customer work order.

No Example: A customer Complains:Of:"no picture and -no sound" on a

.television receiver; is the student able to convey this problem

and suggest corrective procedures in writing on the customer work

order?

2;2 Yes The atudent.is able to communicate inwri ing instructions for a

job to be performed.

No Example: is the student abletowrite a step-by-step procedure for
measuring resistance using a volt-ohMeter?

2.3 Yes The student is able to write a report on the operational function

of an electronic component Or project. /
.

_ _.
We Ease:, ;Is the student able to describe?_in/writing, how a

fullwave bridge rectifier power: supply worksT

Reading: The. atUdent'needa additional instructiOn in reading if any of the items

below are checked NO:,

.1, Yes: The :student is able to read and.understand job related materials..,
_

; __

No Example: Is the student able to read and nderstand reference

Page 2



manuals, sa.fety rules and regulations, specifications; etc ?.

3.2 Yes The student-is able_to follow stek.by-step procedures on an
instruction drjob sheet.

NO Example: In_conStrUcting eleCtrOniC Projects; the student fails

to follow the assembly instructions.

3.3 Yes The student is able to read and understand current state Of the

'art developments from periodicals and newspapere,-

NO Example: The student is requested to read an article from the

magazine POPULAR ELECTRONICS. Is the student able to relate
both general and specific details from the article?

CO Math:. The student needs additional instruction in math if any of the items,

below are cheOked NO:

4.1 Yes The student is able to perform simple arithmetical operations
1;e;; addition; subtraction, multiplication and divieion of
whole numbers; decimals and fractions.

No thest44ent able to make simple computationsthat
are common to electrdhic; total voltage drop in a series circuit.

4.2_ Yes The student is able to convert exponents to fractional
equivalents and metric units.

No Example: Is the student able to understand cOMmon conversion
units, i.e., 1073= Milli = 1/1000 ?

4;3 Yes The student is able to compute formulae Which requiresthe.use
of decimals, squared nuMbers, multiplication and diirielOn.

Example: Is the student able, to apply mathematical concepts to
common electronics formulae; i.e.; 'Ohm's Law and Kirchoff'S Law;

4.4 Yes The student is able to compute percentages andxatios;,

No Example: Is thestudent able to make simple mathematical
computations applied to common electronics concepts? i.e.

percentage of tolerance for resistors.

4.5 Yee The student is able to read a ruler and make linear measurements:
--

No 'Ekample: Is the student. able to transfer dimensions from a scaled

drawing to an actual chassis?

4.6 YeS TheetUdetit is able to compute hourly'rate, multiplied by the
number of hours worked to determine the weekly take-homejiay.

Mob' Example: A first-year apprentice electrician earn40%of the
journeyman electrician hourlyratsof $14:60; The apprentice
works a typical_ 40 -hour Week; 10% of the pay is mthheld,for.
union dues and fringe benefitS; 22% is withheld for state and

federal income tax._ What is the apprentice's net weekly pay?

5.0 = The student needs.additional instruction in visual
communication if the item below is 'checked NO:

5.1 Yes The student can communicate to self and others with simple

sketches or drawings.

MO Example: Is thestudent able to draw or sketch an item they

wish to construct?

I ntification Made. By

Page 3
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Student

Teacher

BASIC SKILLS VERIFICATION FORM

?fele_ Female Grade Level

Class Date

The Basic Skills Check List (attached) for the above student indicates a heed ME
instructionalASSiStanCein the basic skills (reading, writing,_Math, verbal or

visual communication): The following verification and recomMenaatiOnS are made:

Lacks Reading Skills Lacks Verbal Communication Skills

Lacks Writing SkillS

LaCkS Mathematical Skills

Recent Test Scores:

METHOD USED FOR VERIFICATION

Lacks Visual Communication Skillt,

Test Score Date

Other, Verification

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following instructional assistance is recommended:

Verification & Recommendations Made By: Date:

Title:

Action Taken:

FOLLOW UP

Results: -Qualified for advanced training

Qualified for employment in the trade

Other

Certified by: Date :

Teacher

Page
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HOW TO READ A RULER

TEACHER MATERIALS: ,7$4,\p

1. CONCEPTS OF TECHNIQUE:

What SKILL will this technique teach?

This technique -will teach the use of the standard U.S.
ruler; It- will -also acquaint the student with the use--
of simple rractionS. N

What_student learning problem(s) prompted the development
of this technique?

Many students enrolled in electronics classeS have not
had the opportunity to use the ruler.

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS FOR_; THE USE OF THIS TEcHNIQUE:

A. Make your regular presentation on the use of the ruler'

b. Give a postltest to all students.
.

c. For those students who had difficulty; have.them ask -one
of their- parents to help them complete the accompanying
material:

SUGGESTED RELATED ACTIVITIES:

ASk your students to practice reading the ruler at home with
their parents help_

1.1



HOW TO READ A RULER

STUDENT MATERIALS:

1, STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS:

a. ,Take the attached Materials_ home_ and ask one of your parents
to help you learn to read the ruler;.

Study the materlaarefully and then determine the
measurements on the How to Read a Ruler C4orksheet

When ybu .have completed the worksheet, haveyoneof youk.;
parents sign_at_the".bottom of the sheet indicating that
they gave helped

you-0

tJearn.he use of the ruler.

d; The material in this packet will help you learn how to
/.use the ruler.

STuDENTAS§IGNMENT:

Your assignment is found on STUDENT PAGE 3.

EXTRA THINGS THAT You CAN D

Look for various objects in -your homethat you can measure for
additibnal practice;.: Examples': width and length-Of a t-ablei_
how high is the kitChen chair?



HOW TO READ A RULER

The standard U.S. ruler is usually 12 inches long.wi each
inch is divided into 1/16thl 1/8th, 1/4th or 1/2 Inch marks.
These units of measure are shown by markings, -the sixteenths
being the smallest, and the half-inch mark the largest. Here
are some common equal measures shown in fractions:'

2

Note that each fraction is always divided by 2, so that the
fraction-is-reduced to its lowest terms.

2
Example: 4 2

=

_ = -4 17
3A4

4/6

STUDENT PAGE 2j

1.3



HOW TO READ A RULER

Fill in _the measurements for numbers 2 through 33 below.
pleted for you;

347"5
1. ,--

2.

3

4.

5.

6.
7.

'8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16, L

Number 1 is com-

C

17.

18.
19.

20;

21.

24.

25.
26.
77

29.

'30;
31.

32.

fl

I
1

2

i

3

Parent's Signature Date

'S

STUDENT PAGE 3

1.4
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NUMBER BINGO

TEACHER MATERIALS:

1. CONCEPTS OF TECHNIQUE:

a. What SKILL Will this technique teach?

This technique wil help students to read common fractions
and decimals cqrzectly,--_:-

b. What student learning problem(s) prompted the development
of this technique?

Students cannot read fractions or decimals.

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS FOR THEr USE OF THI4!TECHNIQUE:-

a. This exercise can be used as a warm-up activity to get your
students thinking about decimals. For example, it could be
used prior to a lesson on scientific notation.

-1Fio

b. This technique is a bingo game where you read off 'a fraction
or decimal and your students have to recognize these numbers.

c. Before playing the game discuss briefIy'with your class 10ths,
100ths and I000thA and decimal place values (.1, .01, .001 ).

d. Explain to your students how to play bingo. Make sure when
your students draw a line through the number on their cards
that they do not cross out the number completely.

6. Reproduce these sample bingo cards or make your, own.

f. Cut up the "numbers to 6e read off" for easy use in the
bingo game.

In order to arouse student interest in the game you may wamt--
to offer a "prize".

SUGGESTED' RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Make up more bingo games using different fractions. And decimAIs..



NUMBER BINGO

STUDENT -MATERIALS:

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS:

a. You are going to be- playing a bingo gamey As your teacher
calls off a number find-it on your card and draw a line
through the number as it is read.

b. Play until you fill up one row or column of numbers.

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT:

These are the fractions and decimals that will be "read off in
the bingo game:

53 .57
236 .589

1000 1000

21 .095 .93 3.730
1000

.36 .176 .234 9.806,

1 1.57 .456 .02
100 '

35
. 7 3.79 .698 .078

100

129
2 .39 5.863 .999 .492
.1000

.001 , .050 %003 2.469 .7i67

3, EXTRA THINGS THAT You CAN Do:

PIay,the game again and ask your teacher if you can read
the numbers to the class.

STUDENT PAGE 1
2.2



SAMPLE BINGO CARDS

Via=- .02 ;39. ..57 -3-5

100-

2

129
003 .050. .698 ..078

' 1000

;234 3.79' FREE 11 T

A95 9.806
A
TM .36. 3...730 ,

-1.589 ..767 ;492 1(2/
2.469'

.698 1.589 4 .001
'.003

. Tg, .57 .999
129

2 TOO

.7 .93 FREE 3-- .050

.767 :176 .456 .078
1.116)

1.57 5.863 3.730
_}._

-1-67



SAMPLE BINGO CARDS

.4 2.'469 21_
1000 1;589 ;02

236
1000 3;730 ;36 :.49?

.095 .999 FREE 2.469

1;57 9.806 53
1000

129
1000

3;79 .767 .078 .003 .050
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flEASURING AND MONITORING ENERGf CONSUMPTION

TEACHER MATERIA :

.

1. CONCEPTS OF TECHNIQUE;

A.,147h-at SRILLTRill this technique teach? _

\

This techniqUe mill teach how:rto-read meters and SCales.,'

\
i

'r, i.

b. What student learning probIeM(s). prompted- the development
_

of this technique?

Students very often have difficulty reading meters and
scales. They are also uncertain about how to set up math
problems to compute total costs, from hourly rates.

.TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS FORTEUEOF.THIS TECHNIQUE,:

Teach your regular'lessoh on meters and meter reading.

b. Explain how_the p6wer company keeps track of electrical;
usage. (kilowatt-hours)

c. Explain how electric rnergy costs are computed.

d. Show examples of sev4a1 types of kilowatt-hour meters._ .

e. Explain how a,typical.meter is read.

Give this packet o iMEASURIN9 AND MONITORING ENERGY
CONSUMPTION to those students that had difficulty with
the regular lesson., Read the Information Handout Sheet
to these students.

Have.the' students complete the exercise on STUDENT PAGE.3.
Check-their answers,tn.class.

h. Have students take home their packet.and with the help of
their parents complete the assignment on STUDENT PAGE 5.

.SUGGESTED-RELATED ACTIVITIES:''

You May with to reinforce the skills learned in this technique
with a .follow -up assignment having the students read their gas

Nor water meters and compute the cost of these utilities.
N,
NN

3.1



MEASURING AND MONITORING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

STUDENT MATERIALS:

1., STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS:

a. Take this packet home and ask one of your parents to help

you learn to read the electric meter in your. home.

When you have completed the assignment on the last page,
ask one of your parents to sign this sheet, showing that
they have helped; you complete this assignment.

2. STUDENT. ASSIGNMENT:

Review the information on STUDENT PAGES 2, 3 AND

b. Follow the instructions f_ouna on STUDENT PAGE 5 and answer

the questions.

EXTRA THINGS THAT YOU CAN DO:

In this lesson you have praCtited,reSding your electric meter.
Using these same skills you/can alto read your water and as

meters. Try reading these/metert. You might want to record
these readings over a 30 day period. Then you can compare your
readings with those on the utility company's bill.



INFORMATION 'HANDOUT

MEASURING AND MONITORING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Wattage ratings printed on light bulbs and appliances indicate the

rate at.which the device uses electric energy. , .Lf you know the

speed of a car, and the time operated, you can filld the distance

traveled. In the same way if you know the rate at which electriCal

energy is used, and, for how long, you can find the total energy

consumed.
11

USED ?BRA
111F__

The energy consumed in your home is measured by the kilowatt-hour

meter (kwh), which is monitored by the local power company. The

power company in turn compute8 your monthly electric bill based

upon the number of kilowatt=hours of energy consumed and the rate

Schedule which prices eachJcilowatt-hour.

RATE ,

X PER
KWH

READING THE KILOWATT -HOUR HTER

FIG. 1 FIG. 2 FIG. 3'

The drawing above, shows several styles of kilowatt-hour meters.

Locate your meter at home; however; it may be different from those

pictured.

Reading the meter in Fig. 2 is a simple ma but reading the

pointer style meter is slightly more complicated.

STUDENT PAGE 2



Thousa-ad_s Hun_d_rds

6 /

Tens Ones-
,-,

The meter pictured above is indicating a reading of 5648 kwhs.
Notice: even though the pointer falls between to numbers, yOu
always read to the lower value. Also, each dial/ corresponds to a
place value in our numbering system (ones, tens, hundreds, etc.).

is indicated on the kwh meters blow:What reading

0 0

STUDENT PAGE 3

ANSWERS: E9t9L (C) 17Z69 (Z) InZL (I)
2-.4



COMPUTING ELECTRIC ENERGY COSTS

Being able to read the kw,h meter is only part of the process in
determining monthly energy costs. We wi).1 now examine how a
power company computes your monthly electric bill.

Step 1. Determine the number of kwhs used per billing period by --
subtracting-the beginning meter reading from the ending
meter reading.

Step 2. Using, the rate schedule below, calculate the cost by
multiplying the number of kwh by the cost per kwh.
Total the charges to find total cost.

EXAMPLE: Meter Reading:
Beginning of bilking period:

3 3

4 5

End of bihing period:

0

4 6
6

Rate Schedule: ,

Fixed customer charge
_

$1 60
Energy charge (includes energy cost adjustment)

First 240 kwh, per kwh $ .06
Over 240 kwh; pe kwh $ .0%

..

Step 1. Determine the number of kwhs used.

End of period reading 7193
Beginning of period reading -6873

Difference 320 kwhs

Step 2 Calculate cost using rate schedule.

Fixed customer charge. ......
First 240 kwh,,at $ .06 each (240

'x
.06).

Over. 240 kwh-, at $ .09 each (80 x .09). .

o Total. .

STUDENT PAGE 4

$ 1;60'
'$14;40:
.$ 72,0
$23;20



You and your parents are to follow the Ceps-below. By following,
them you will learn to measure the amount of electricity that was
used at home.

1 .
Go to your electric meter a d record the reading in
the box marked 1st reading.

2. Wait 24 hours aid read the meter a second time: e-
cord this reading in the box marked 2nd reading.'

3. Subtract the 1st reading from the 2nd reading. This
will give you the power (kwh kilowatt-hours) used
n 24 hours.

2nd reading
Subtract

1st reading

_kwhs used in-
24 hours

4. Multiply the power usecLin 24-hours by 30 (days)_to.:
find the approximate number of-kWhs used per month.

kwhs used in days Number ofjtwhs
24 hours per month

Explain why measuring the number of kwhs fog4 hourg
will not give you your exact monthly usage.:

11:

Use the rate schedUle shown on STUDENT :PAGE 4 to -calculate
the approximate cost of this month's electric bill

Fixed customer charge . . .. . .

. Enter the- number of kwhs_ Used at $.06 each
(up to 240 kwhs if more than 240 enter 240)

Usage exceeding_240'kwhs at $.G

Sr

a

SIGNATURE OF, PARENT:

TOTA BILL

STUDENT PAGE'S
. .

V4-
3.6
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USING THE CORRECT METER. SCALE

TEACHER MATERIALS:

1. CONCEPTS OF TECHNIQUE:

a. What SKILL will this technique teach?

This technique will teach the skill of reading a meter
scale:

b. What student learning problems) prompted the development
of this. technique?

Many electronics students have difficulty knowing which
set of numbers to read on a meter scale. They do not
understand the concept of adding zeros or moving decimal
places.

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THIS TECHNIQUE:--,---

a. Identify those students who have difficulty working with
math and decimal numbers.

b. Use this technique to heIp prepare these students for
your lesson on meter reading.

c. This technique may be used with the help or an advanced
student.

d. Read the Information Handout to your students who need
help.

e. Give these students the PRACTICE EXERCISE.

f. Haye an advanced'student check the answers.

g. Go over any missed problems.

h. Teach your regular lesson tb ALL of your students.

SUGGESTED RELATED ACTIVITIES':



USING THE CORRECT METER SCALE

STUDENT MATERIALS:

1, STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS:.-

a. Read and study the two pages titled' INFORMATION HANDOUT.

b. Answer the questions on the PRACTICE EXERCISE.

c. Have the teacher check your work.

d. Be sure to save the INFORMATION HANDOUT in your notebook
because you will be working additional problems using
this conversion method.

2. STUDENT ASSIGNMENT:

Your-assignment is found on Student Pages 2-5.

EXTRA THINGS THAT You CAN DO:

ASk your teacher if you can use a voltmeter- and a-power

Supply. Try reading the various NpItages that the_paWet
supply can produce. Common voltages that you should try
setting are 1.5 volts. 5 volts; 9 voltsarldP12 volts.



INFORMATION HANDOUT

USING THE CORRECT METER: SCALE'

In electronics you will frequently need to read a meter to
determine how much voltage, current. or resistance you have
in a circuit. Accuracy is very important when using equip'-
ment that contains integrated circuits (IC). Setting a power
supply even a few tenths of a volt too high will destroy an.
IC.

Important parts of a meter scale:

A. Zero: Where the pointer rests when nothing is applied to
the meter.

B. Full Scale: The maximum point on a mete exceeding this
point can damage the meter:

Divisions or Divis_ion_marki: Short lines that divide the
meter scale into small sections.

. Ma or_Divisions,: Longer lines that divide the meter scale
into larger sections. Major divisions have numbers
next to them.,

E. Pointez_ox_Needle: Shows the point
reading

1
s to be taken.

the scale' that a



USING THE CORRECT METER SCALE

The Range Switchon a voltmeter seleCts the maximum volta&e. that

can be measured in each switch position. If the Range Switch is

in the 5 volt position then voltages up to 5 Volts can be

measured.

The same meter scale is often used for'many ranges. The meter

scale on the previous page belongs on a voltmeter_that has the,
following ranges': 5v, 25v, 50v, 250v, and 500v. The major
divisionsson this meter scale have two sets of numbers. To get

the correct reading, you must use the right set of numbers.
To do this you must know what range the meter is set on If you

are using the 5v range you would use the bottom set of numbers.

Look at_the full scale point. The "5" stands for 5 volts

on the 5 volt range. Don't get confused by the "5"on the left

side of the top set of numbers._ You must look at the full scale
point when deciding which set of numbers to use.

To read the 25 volt range you would look at the full scale point

and find the "25".

you. must do something different if you want to read the scale for

the,; 0 volt range, ,You_Will not find "50" on the scale. -50 volts:

is read on the same scale a-8 5 volts. This is dohe by additig_a-

toto to the 5, making-it 50,_ It is -also necessary to add zero tb-

the rest of:the numbers oh the scale (1 becomes 10; 2 becomes

3 becomes 30, 4 becOMOS 40)

For the 250 voit_rSmge you must add'a zero to the 25 volt_scale.

beCOmed-50,_10 etomes 100 15 beComes 150, 20 becomes 200,

25 becomes 250)

Forthe 500_volt:range you must add two zeros to the 5 volt scale.._

(1 becomes 100, 2 becomes 200,. 3 becomes 300, 4 becomes 400,

5 becomeb 500)

If your meter had a._2500 volt range you would use the 25 volt

scale and .add two zeros-. ;

Soihetiffies_a meter will have.a 2.5 VOlt_range,. It is not possible

to make this scalebyadding a zero. __However, you. can move the

dedimal place one position to the left. Remember that the_numbet

251' is really "25.. If y.5.ti move the decimal place in- 25. one

position to the left yoU't4ill'have."2.5". :(5 becomes ;5,

becomes 1.0, 15 be-comes 1.5, 20 becomes 2;0)

It is even possible to get a .5 volt_range by moving the decimal

place on the 5 volt scale. (1 becomes .1, 2 becomes .2,



REVIEW

USING THE CORRECT METER SCALE .

The'5 volt scale is used when you are on
Or 5000v ranges.

The 25.volt scale is'uSed When
2500v ranges.

Notice that.the starting numbers are always the, same; It is the
number of zeros osr decimal places that/ are Changed.,

When you change the full scale Value by adding zeros you:must
alSo change the other major division numbers by the, same amount;-

/

you-are on the. 2.5v,. 25v, 250v, .or.



'Co,11-2, PRACTICE EXERCISE

USING THE CORRECT METER SCALE

15t;

Which scale would you use (5 or 25) to read each of the following
ranges?

5v

25v

50v

250v

500v

If the pointer were in position A , what would the meter
reading, be. on eachlof the following ranges?

5V

25v

50V

250V



FINDING VOLTAGE DROPS, -IN A SERIES CIRCdiT
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FINDING VOLTAGE DROPS IN SERIESCIRCUIT

TEACHER: MATERIALS:::

1. CONCEPTS OF. ECHNIQUE:

a. What SKILL will this technique teach?

This technique will teach ADDITION and SUBTRACTION of
WHOLE NUMBERS.

What student learning problem(s) prompted,the development
of this technique?

In electronics classes many students have- trouble finding
voltage drops in a series circuiewhen they are given the
applied voltage.

TEACHER. INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THIS TECHNIQUE:

a. Teach your normal lesson on 'voltage drops in a series
circuit.

b. Identify those Students that are having difficulty in
solving this type of problem.

c Assign them the following pages.. This assignment can
be supervised either in the Math Lab or by an advanced
student.

SUGGESTED RELATED ACTIVITIES:A

This skill can-be reinforced by having the student work
problems that require finding the total resistance in .a

series circuit. The methods are the same as can be seen
'in the similarity in the formulas.



FINDING VOLTAGE DROPS IN A SERIES CIRCUIT.

STUDENT. MATERIALS:

1. STUDENT fNSTRUCTIONS:.

In electronics it is, often necessary to determine hour
much voltage is in a circuit. It is not always possible%
to know all of the voltages. This teahnique will teach
you how an electronic technician would determine an un-
known-voltage.

Please read and study the material in the'INFORMATION
HANDOUT.

When you have finished, answer the questions on the last
page, and have your work checked by the teacher.

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT:

Your assignment is found

EXTRA THINGS THAT You CAN DO:

In this lesson you have practiced finding the voltage drops_in
series circuits. This is very. similar to the methods you will
use when you work problems whe're you must find an unknown re=
sistance in a series circuit.



INFORMATION HANDOUT

FINDING VOLTAGE DROPS IN A SERIES CIRCUIT

Each time electricity (current) flows through a resistance some
voltage is, used. This used voltage is lost or DROPPED.

In the above Schematic circuit there is only one resistor.1 The
battery (ET) is applying 2 volts to the circuit. The resiistor (111)

is DROPPING the entire voltage: Therefore, ET = 12 volts. All
of the APPLIED (battery) voltage must be DROPPED in the circuit.

3v

7V

1

E
3

2v

The second schematic circuit has 3 resistors. These are
connected in a,Iine. This is called a series circuit. Our
battery vol,5age (Er)_again i8 12 volts. AWof this APPLIED.
12 volts pust be DROPPED in the circuit. Adding each of the
individual voltage drops gives a sum of 12 volts.

(3 + 7v + 2v = 12v)

THEREFORE:_
The sum of the individual voltage drops equals the applied
voltage.E =E+E+ ET 1 3

You can use _thin rule and formula to fihd_the,APPLIED vo tage
whenever you know the individual voltage DROPS.

In this ser es circuit there, are two voltage DROPS. YOu

the voltag DROPS at El and E2.

The- iPPLI D voltage it. equals E/ (4v) PluS E2 ((2v)

E .E= + E2



_
In this series Cirdnit' the' formula and sAcaution would be:

E-T
= *

2
E
3

+
1

= 20v + 5V + 25v + 30V

E--= 80V

It is also possible to change the foimula- Thi will

to find one of the.individual yoltage DROPS.

In this circuit_the APPLIED__voltage (ET) is given; Voltagi-DROPS
El and:E2 are also given. However, Ei is not known; By changing

the formula you can determine the.vOltage E3;

E T
Ei= E-

3
E
3

= 50v - 15v 5v

E
3
= 30v

In this.formula -suhttatte& the 15 volt DROP and the 5 volt
DROP from the50 volts that was.APPLIED. This left E-

3 °

= 30 volts,--

This for la wiliniy-work when you knOW all ofthe voltageS
excep one;

One last exampie

= 12v

E
1
= E- =

El = 12V

E- = 4v
=-8v 1



.
FINDING VOLTAGE DROPS IN A SERIES CIRCUIT

Using the valueS' given":6-e-liw find

1. El = 10v, EfE:.---.40v-; Eai 30v

2.

ET-

= 1 10v

100V; E3 = 7V

the APPLIED voltage.

Using the.valuds

4. E- =:60v

3

El

given below find the unknown voltage.

= 20 , E2 = 30v

= 40v°, E3 = JOv

= 5v, = 12v
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POWER GAME

TEACHER MATERIALS:

1. CONCEPTS OF TECHNIQUE:

a. What SKILL with this technique teach?

This technique will teach the reading of decimals and
powers of ten (scientfic notation).

o
What student learning problem(s) prompted the development,,
of this techniqte?

Many students enrolled in electronics classes have difficulty
working with decimal§ and large numbers.

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THIS TECHNIQUE:

Present your, regular lesson on the powers of ten.
to explain_the_following:

1. Decimal place values .1, .01, .001, etc.

2. Why powers of ten are used as a-short cut method
expressing large or small numbers,

Be sure

3. The meaning of'1-:iositive and negative powers of ten and
the placement of the decimal.

4 Multiplication and division of powers of ten. Include
negative and ositive powers,

Photocopy the attached-44gpres on stiff paper or cardstock.
Cut on the lines to form a deck of cards. Make up 5-6 sets
of cards.

c. Your students,will be instructed to shuffle the cards and
-- play a game where they match upa given_decimal or number

with a power of ten card. Read the studeA instructions to
your class.

Divide, your class into groups with no more than 4 students
in each group. Have one student act as deaIer:with the other
students in the grouRhefiping the dealer make pairs. Have
the groups play agaititt each other to see which group can be
the first to pairiup the cards.

SUGGESTED RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Give your students =the attached Scientific Notation Worksheet as-A T



POWER GAME

STUDENT MATERIALS:

I. STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS:

a. You will be given a ,set of cards. On each card there will
be a decimal, a number; or power of ten.

b. Shuffle the deck well. Have one person in the grouP act
as dealer. The rest of the group can help the dealer make
pairs. The object of the game is to match the number or
decimal card with the power of ten card. '

To play, hold up the'deck
numbers face up. Lay six
Read each of the cards on
are anypairs. These are

As you make
You must have
make up pairs

4 x 103

2x104

of cards in your_hand with the
cards on the table -face up.
the table aloud and See if there
examples of mtChing CardS:

-4-- pair -4-

.4... pair -a 8 x

pairs of cards put them in _a separate pile.,
six cards on the table at all times. AS you
put more cards den in their place.

,
._

e. Look at each card.iii the_ deck:. Say_the_. number_ and see-if
it matches any_tard on the table. Continue doing_thisAmtil'
you have paire _up all the cards; -At the end of the game
you will have -4 pairs of cards.

STUDENT ASSIGNiT

Your teacher will give you the sets of cards for the game

EXTRA THINGS' THAT YOU CAN

For extra credit ask your teacher for the Scienti 2. Notation
worksheet to do as homework:

4

STUDENT PAGE 1 -



WORKSHEET

SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

1n-the number 43, the "3" is called an

When, sin exponents of tbe number 10, the
exponent is often called a

3. What is the numerical value of the expression

a

4. To'be in proper form, a scientificnotation 4A.

expression uses a number between A)
and B) times, ten to .a power; '4B.

5. When converting the expressiOn 7.6 x 1073

a regular number, the decimal point shourd:.be

moved to the three .plates;..,..

Convert the following numbers, expressed in scientific notation, .into
"regular" numbers.

6. 5 x 102

7. 4.65 x 1

8. 5 x 10 -3

9. 6x 100

10. 3.3 x 10-5

11. 9.5755 x 103

12. 2.125 x 10-2

Convert the following
expreasion.

13. 300

14. 650000

15. .0083

16. .100

17. 7

18. .000009000012

19. .0015

20. 386.5

Figuring Space

regular" numbere

7

8.

9..

10.

11.

12.

proper scientific notation

Figuring Space '13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

:18;

.19.

2 0.;

iZ
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.01 ,.001

1x 0-2

12 X. 102

2 X 102
5600

4 x 104
3 x 104
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TEACHER MATERIALS':

CONVERS.I/0 N OF .ELECTRICAL UNITS

CONCEPTS OF IECHNIQUE:

Y
a. What SKILL will thip technique teach?

\ \_
,

This technique.will teach the skill of converting one
electrical.unit\to another using common electronic /

prefixes.
.1

\

b. What student learning problem prompted the, development
of this technique? ,

1

Many studentb enrolled in elect onics classes have difficulty
understanding the use of,metric prefixes in electronic measure
meats.

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THIS TECHNIQUE:

a. Identify the students who have difficulty working with math
and decimal numbers.

Use this technique to help prepare them prior to a lesson
requiring the use of decimals or large numbers.

This technique may be used with the help of an. advanced /
student or by the student alone.
\ 1

Read and explain the InformationHandout y urstudents
that need help.

\
e. Give these students the worksheet.

Have an advanced student check the papers and gO.OVer any
incorrect answers. .

,.\ r
Teach your regular lesson. ALL of your,-SttdentS

n
SUGGESTED RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Make upa bingo, game where the sugteS are Crosse -off a_ 'the.

student figures the corkedt'eleetqti\cal:dbftversion from problems
you have given them.



CONVERSION OF ELECTRICAL UNITS

'STUDENT MATERIALS:

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS:

a. Read and study the two pages titled INFORMATION HANDOUT.

b. Answer the questions on the worksheet.

c. Have the teacher or andther assigned student check your
work;

Be sure to keep the INFORMATION_HANDOUT,in_your notebook
because you wiEl_be working .,additional problems using this
conversion method.

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT:

Your assighmeht.lt.found on Student Pages 2-6-

EXTRA THINGS THAT You CANTo:

You may be able to use onversion of Electrical Units" in
your math class.

STUDENT. PAGE 1

-0



INFORMATION HANDOUT

CONVERSION_OF_ELECTRICAL-UNiTS

There are six common prefixes or spbunits used with electrical
measurements. These units (mega, kilo, milli, micro, nano, and
pico) provide _simple method for expressing very large or very
small numbers without using scientific notation. Study the chart
below and learn the meaning and relationship among the various
units.

PREFIX'

0

ABBREVIATION

POWER
OF 10

EQUIVALENT
NUMERICAL
VALUE

Mega M 106 1,000,000

Kilo k 103 -f,000

BASIC UNIT (volts, amps;Thhmsi
-, .

Milli . m 10-3
.

.001

Micro
16-6 .000001

-..
Nano n 10

-9 .000000001

Pico
10=12

.ffa0000000001

Thus: 114 is equal to 1-x 106 or 1,000,000.

23-kV V s the=s-ame-a'sr1c2- 10
3 V or 2,000V.

3m* can be written as 3 x 10 A or .003A.

40 is equal to 4 k 10V'or .000004V.

5nA is ..the same asi 5 x 10 A or _.-00-000W0.5A.

ay can be written as 6 x 10-12-or _woommilaa6i.

Often it is necessary to convert from one eIectriCal unit to ancither,
especially when working with-basic electrical formulas which require
the electrical quantities to be in basic' unit, or similar-unLts_ (all

in milli, etc.).

STUDENT PAGE 2

53 7.3



INFORMATION HANDOUT

CONVERSION OF .ELECTRICAL UNITS

How would you convert 3kV to basic unit, or volts? Well, if you
recall that kilo means thousand or 103, then it's easy to see that
3kV = 3 x 103 volts or 3000V. So actually, all that was done to
convert from kilo to the basic unit was to move the decimal point
3 places to the right (3kV = 3 =. 3000V). Likewise, if you
are asked' to change 3000V to kilo volts, all /that need be,done is -
to move the decimal point 3 places to the left,' (3000V = 34Nk..0441,44=

3kV).

The chart below can be used as an aid in performing electrical unit_
conversions. Noticd that between each- -P decimal

places. 1

CONVERSION CHART:

BASIC
MEGA , KILO UNIT

O

MILLI

3

MICRO- NANO

MOVE. DECIMAL POINT TO,LEFT

MOVE DECIMAL .POINT TO RIGHT

PICO

7Tcu.

P.

Steps in,using the conversion chart:

When converting from one unit to another:

1) Colint the number of decimal place's from the "original'
unit to the "desired" unit. (Remember, there are 3
decimal places between each unit.)

2) Determine the direction you want the decimal point to move.
The decimal point will move in the same direction that you
read across the chart, from your "original" unit to your
"desired"-uni,t. For example, if you are converting from
kilo to.milit the decimal point will be moved to the right,
but if you are converting from micro to basic unit the
deciMal will be moved to the `"left

'Move the decimal point.the number of places counted in
step 1, and in the direction determined,in step

7.4
STUDENT; PAGE 3



INFORMATION HANDOUT

CONVERSION --OF ELECTRICAL UNITS

SAMPLE CONVERSIONS:

A. "25000 ohms is the same as kilohms."

This question is asking you to convert 25000 ohms (basic unit)
to kilohms (kilo). Looking at the chart, count the number of,
decimal placi-iEetween basic unit and kilo. You should come
up with 3 decimal places. When counting, you start at "basic
unit" and move to kilo -_to the left across the chart.- TEUF:
you will move the decimal point to the left 3 decimal places
or

25000A 254920 == 25KA

B. "Convert .007A to tA"

Procedure: Move from"basic unit' to milli which is one unit
to the right across the chart and therefore 3 decimal places
to the right. Thus:

"Convert 4.3pV to

.007A = -GaT

kV"

Procedure: Move from p. to
or 9 decimal places to the

4.3pV =

k across the chart, which is 3 units,
left. Thus:

Am0-0oneo04-3 :0000000_043kV



WORKSHEET

ELECTRICAL UNITS AND CONVERSIONS

Complete the chart below:

UNIT

MEGA

NANO0

NUMERICAL
ABBREVIATION POWER OF.TEN NUTVALENT

k

tw.
;001

USe the CONVERSION CHART found .on page 3 of the INFORMATION
HANDOUT to help you perform electrical unit conversions.

Perform the following electrical'Aitit conversions; -Record your

answers in the space provided and in the answer --ox.

:1. 27,000;000 ohms is the same as megaohms;-

2. 1 kilovolt is the same as -volts.

3. 2,000 milliamperes is the same as amperes;, 3.

megaohms is the same as ohms.
-717

5 9 amperes is the same as milliamperea.
4

6. 600 mi-Ilivolts is the same as volts.

7. 250 microamperes is the same as amperes.

8. 850 microvolts is the same as millivolt .

9- .115 amperes is the same as milliamperes.

10. 60 kilohms.is the same as megaohmS. 10.



WORKSHEET.

ELECTRICAL UNITS AND CONVERSIONS

49,000 picoamperes is the same as 12.
microamperes.

13. volts. 13.5,000 microvolts is the 6-ame_--A-e---

14. 6 kilohms 16 the same as ;ohms. 14.

15. .75 volts is the same as microvolts. 15.

16. Convert 350,000sC to kJt. 16.

17; Convert .005A to thA;* 17;-

18. Convert .000061V to pV; 184 .

19. Convert 485,000V to mV. 19.

20; Convert 75kA. to 20.

21. Convert 153 MA topA. 21.

22. Convert 62pV to mV. 22.

23, Convert 56011. 'to k.m. 23;

24. Convert 150 pA to A:. 24;

25. Convert .09V to kV. 25;
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USING MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS

TEACHER MATERIALS:

1. CONCEPTS OF TECHNIQUE:

What SKILL will this technique teach?
,,

This technique will_ teach the.skill of using mat#00a4tait
formulas to solve electronic problems.

"d,

b. What student learning probl m(s) prompted the development
of this technique?

,Many students nrolledin electronics classes haVe tipt,had:
a course on ebka Thereforei they haVenot_been exposed
to the use of ormulas and the use of letters to represent
numbers;

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE TECHNIQUE:

a. Identify those students who have not had previous experience
in Algebra and/or the use of formulas.

b. Use this technique to help prepare these students prior to
a lesson such as Ohm's. Law.

c. Read and explain the Itiformation Handout to these students.

Give
_

these students the PRACTICE PAGE (STUDENT PAGE 5)-

e. 'Check the PRACTICE PAGE and gd over any Missed problems..

Teach Your:regular lesson .to ALL.of your studentS.'

3, SUGGESTED RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Have the students. try using some other forMulas whereletter8.-ate
used FOr examplei,

A = L x W (Area = Lengthy Width)

C = P + T (Costt= Price + T,,ax)

= N x P (Quantity = Number of items x Price)



USING MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS

STUDENT MATERIALS

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS:

a. Understanding the use of formulas is very important in.
electronics, This packet will help you learn how to use
mathematical formulas.

b. Read and study the two pages titled INFORMATION HANDOUT.

c. Answer the c7iiestions on the PRACTICE PAGE,.

d. Have the teacher check your work.

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT:

Your assignment is found

3i EXTRA THINGS THAT You CAN D

Have your teacher give you some non-electronic formulas-to
use.

What could the letters in these formulas stand for?

A ==-LxW or R



INFORMATION HANDOUT

USING,MATkMATICAL FORMULAS

A
The statement above is a matheXtical formula.

You might think of a formula as a mathematical recipe.' That is,
by properly combining different ingredients together (numbers,
operations, or variables) you will arrive at the desired results
a correct answer.

A mathematical formula tells you when to add, subtract, multiply
or divide.

Whether a formula is simple dOmplex they have 4 things in common:

1) Unknown value: Generally abbreviated with a letter
and Iocat8d by itself on the left side of the equal,

sign.. This is the value you are trying to find.
(answer to the problem).

Variable: A nUmber, also abbreviated as a letter,
but located on the right side of the equal sign. A
variable changes and can be assigned many different
values

3) Constant: A number with a fixed value.

4) MathematicaI_Function: The mathematical operation to
be performed, such as multiplication, division, addi-
tion, or subtraction.

EXAMPLE:

unknown value
No.
mathematical junction

(addition)
variable

.Constant



USING MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS

To find the unknown number in a\formula you first fill ie the

numbers that are givenor-Anown-and then you work the math
function they-ask for (add, subtract, etc.).

FOR EXAMPLE: What is X if Y 6?

SAMPLE PROBLEM: X = Y + 2

If you are told that Y = 6 you can figure out what X is.

X = Y + 2

Since Y = 6 substitute the 6 for Y.

X = 6 + 2

Now you have to work the math ,fUnction, y u are told tid

6 + 2
8

Study the sample problems below and you will' see how_ use a

simple formula.-

1 . What is R if Y = 6?

SAMPLE PROBLEM: R = 4 + Y

,Substitute 6 for Y

R = 4 4= 6

Add4-i -6 R 10

What is Q71:1-S-.==._lai-l-and. D = 5?

SAMPLE PROBLEM: Q ' 2xS+ D

Substitute 10 for S and 5 for D.

Q = 2 x 10 +5

MuItioly 2 x 10 and add 5.

= 2 x 10 + 5

Q = 20 + 5



USING MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS.

Try this problem on your own:

PROBLEM: What is E if I = 5 and R = 10Q?

ANSWER:

ANSWER: 00g

x R

O



USING MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS

EBACTICE_PAGE

Try using what you have just learned. See if you can solve these
problems without using the, handout sheets. If you get. stuck then
look at your handout sheets. If you still need help, then go to
the teacher.

I. M = 5

= MH1-c 2

1

2. A = 21

B b
3. E = 12and I = 6

R =

R =

4. R = Sand I = 4

E = I x R

5. R = 10 and E = 5

I=
I=

6; RI = 7 and .R2= 3 and R3 =

RT =

RT =



THE FOLLOWING INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION BASIC SKILL INSTRUCTIONAL

TECHNIQUES ARE AVAILABLE FROM:

VOICE (VOCATIONAL- OCCUPATIONAL INFORM TION CENTER:
FOR EDUCATORS)

MALL

SACRAMENTO ALIFORNIA 95814

"LEARNING TO READAND WRI THE AUTOMOTIVE WAY"

"LEARNING TO DO MATH THE AUTOMOTIVE WAY"

"LEARNING TO VERBALLY & VISUALLY COMMUNICATE THE AUTOMOTIVE WAY"

"LEARNING TO READAND.WRfTE.THE WOODWORKING WAY"

"LEARNING TO DO MATH THE WOODWORKING WAY"

"LEARNING TO VERBALLY & VISUALLY COMMUNICATE THE WOODWORKING WAY"

"LEARNING TO READ AND WRITE THE METALWORKING WAY"

"LEARNING TO:DO MATH THE METALWORKING WAY"

"LEARNING TO VERBALLY & VISUALLY COMMUNICATE THE METALWORKING WAY"

"LEARNING ToREAD AND WRITE THE ELECTRONICS WAY"

"LEARNING TO bb MATH THE ELECTRONICS WAY'l

"LEARNING -TO VERBALLY. & VISUALLY COMMUNICATE THE ELECTRONICS WAY"

"LEARNING TO READ AND WRITE THE DRAFTING WAY"

"LEARNING TO DO MATH THE DRAFTING WAY"

"LEARNING TO VERBALLY & VISUALLY.COMMUNICATE THE DRAFTING WAY"
wir<


